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RIO WINE AND FOOD FESTIVAL
Rio Wine and Food Festival has been rapidly emerging 

one of the greatest wine and gastronomy events in Brazil and 
perhaps the world, thanks to the Brazilian market and society’s 
growing interest, along with the high quality of the many 
events and activities that are part of the festival. Today the 
market has a turnover of billions of dollars in Brazil and is one 
of the primary actors on the stage, with a significant growth 
and a great potential in the medium-short term. 

The 2016 festival, in addition to the challenge and 
responsibility of outshining last year’s event, will also have 
a special occasion: the realization of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games.

You can already imagine how hard we will work to make 
a great festival. Rio is in the spotlight, the showcase for Brazil, 
and is celebrating its 450th year.

COME BE PART OF THE SHOW!

WATCH THE 2017 EDITION

WATCH THE 2018 EDITION

https://youtu.be/bg9jixAvx0E
https://youtu.be/fm6KlbSIziE


CONCEPT
Rio Wine & Food Festival will be a cutting edge festival, for people who 

are carefree, in search of the pleasures of life in gastronomy, wines and special 
drinks.

It is in this context and setting that for the first time an event will combine 
wine with other arts, gastronomy, tourism, music and cinema, having as its 
target the end-consumer and the Brazilian and foreign tourist, engaging the 
whole city.

The carioca (person born in Rio) will be affected by the project, and the 
out-of-towners, who naturally already love Rio, will find themselves motivated 
to come to the Marvelous City, which will be filled with flavors, to host them.

The best environment to experience the world of winegastronomy, the 
best opportunity to showcase brands and products. 

Rio is the Terrois for the consumer
The city of Rio de Janeiro is the gateway to Brazil and the showcase of 

the country to the world. The natural entrance gate for foreigners, the most 
emblematic postcard of the country.

The Rio Wine and Food Festival won official event status of the city calendar 
and was approved in “Rio de Janeiro a Janeiro” project of the Culture MInistery 
and Rio Government



The numbers give the dimension of 
what was the RWFF 2018

180 attractions.

75 thousand people: directly participating in the events.

40 thousand bottles of wines consumed and / or sold at 
events.

715,000 bottles sold in two promotion in supermarket 
chain

170 exhibitors.

14 participating countries.

26 national and international speakers.

12 thousand personalized souvenir cups with the Festival 
logo for “wine by the glass”.

80 restaurants participated in the Rio Rolha Zero 
promotion.

650 people registered for the Wine & Market Seminar.



DYNAMICS
The RWFF is a broad and public festival, designed to be 

attractive and efficient for everyone, from the exhibitors/sponsors to 
consumers, even in a metropolis like Rio de Janeiro, with 7 million 
inhabitants.

There are many kind of activities, starting with the already 
traditional opening dinner in the most famous hotel in the country, the 
Copacabana Palace, and ending at the no less trendy Hotel Fasano, 
with one of the social events of the festival, the charity auction.

In between, it will also travel to Slums, pacified communities, 
popular markets like Cadeg, and talk about the wine sector during the 
seminar Wine & Market at FGV, one of the most prestigious business 
schools in Brazil.

The festival also brings the Wine Show Fair, many paired dinners, 
and tastings; it will introduce producers and have promotional 
activities around town as well as online, in websites and wine clubs.

A core schedule fills the week, in the best interest of the trade, 
without an overlap of activities. For consumers, there are many 
activities and events happening simultaneously.

You will be sure to find a good opportunity to reach your public 
and achieve your goals at the Rio Wine and Food Festival.

RIO
ROLHA 
ZERO



DEMAND AND OPPORTUNITY
Rio Wine and Food Festival makes the scene 
and revolutionizes the way to speak to the end 
consumer

Before Rio Wine and Food Festival, there wasn’t a great wine event truly aimed 
at consumers, combining wine, gastronomy, arts, culture and entertainment, 
focusing on people who work in the sector. The Rio Wine and Food Festival was 
the first event to present wine in a simple and uncomplicated way to consumers 
and, at the same time, create places for networking, an exchange of experiences 
and knowledge, and especially business opportunities.

RWFF is a broad, all-encompassing and truly public project, which had in 
its first six years the strong participation of the trade and its institutions, which 
embraced the event enthusiastically and made it shine, making it a roaring success.

Countless wine producers from various countries aim to present their products 
to Brazilians, and Brazilian producers also need to show how much their wine has 
evolved and become competitive, overcoming prejudices and conquering the 
world.

The general public, in its turn, is eager to dive into this new and fascinating 
universe. No other place would be more fitting than the city of Rio de Janeiro, 
especially during the festival week, and in the year that the city celebrates its 
450th anniversary.

The form of  publicity, the business 
presence, the quality of  the products 
and the professionalism of  the orga-
nizers undoubtedly accredit the RWFF 
to one of  the most important events of  
the wine segment in Latin America. 

Nilo Sergio Felix
State Secretary for Tourism and National 

President of the forum of secretaries of tourism



I have traveled the world, and have 
participated in various festivals in a number 
of  countries in Europe, North America, 
Asia, Oceania, and I have never seen an 
event like this before; it’s magnificent

Jorge Rosas, CEO da Ramos Pinto

Brazilians want wine

The wine culture in Brazil is booming. Events, books, wine 
brotherhoods, magazines, blogs and wine tourism are cropping 
up all around the country. Our per capita consumption is still 
low, only 2 liters per inhabitant, hile in European countries 
that index is over 40 liters per capita per year. If we consider 
only fine wines (excluding demijohn wines), the consumption 
drops to 0,6 liters per year, which offers us a great potential to 
grow, which has already been shown in statistics.

 As world wine productions falls, accompanying the 
decline in consumption, Brazil seems to point in another 
direction. Here the production will grow significantly in this 
year and the consumption tends to follow.

If we consider the trend of economic recovery  of the 
country, coupled with the record production of 2017, with 
more than 750 million kilos of processed grapes, and the 
excellent harvest of 2018, next year promises good results.

Reds, whites, rosés are on the agenda of the Brazilian, the 
interest is unquestionable.







MAIN ACTIVITIES
 Opening dinner at Copacabana Palace 01/08/2019

 WINES AND MARKET (02, 03 e 04/08/2019);

 Wines and Market Seminar (in partnership with 
FGV - Getúlio Vargas Foundation) (06/08/2019);

 Tasting, including rare wines;

 Traditional fair, with stands and promotional sale of wines (07/08/2019);

 Feira Show de Vinhos (09/08/2019);

 Promotional campaigns for wine in stores, supermarkets, 
bars and restaurants;

 Specialty dinners with tastings and lectures;

 Movies and plays about wine;

 Education and training for beginners, waiters, and sommeliers;

 Promotional activities on the beach or on the beachfront;

 “RIO ZERO CORKAGE” Campaign, in the city’s restaurants during the 
week of the festival, so that cariocas and tourists can bring their wines to 
restaurants without having to pay a corkage fee;

 WINE BUS;



WINE SHOW FAIR 09/08/2018
The WINE SHOW FAIR, a trade fair, with focus on business, is one of the main 
attractions of RIO WINE AND FOOD FESTIVAL, in a context in which wine is the 
highlight, with the city of Rio de Janeiro as scenery.

The highly qualified and selected public is one of the hallmarks of the event.

If the city of Rio de Janeiro is already beautiful by nature, the event should also 
happen in a representative and stunning place. That is why we chose to be at 
the foot of the Christ statue, on the the Rodrigo de Freitas lagoon, so that we 
may be blessed and many business happen. An unusual place for wine events, 
unique and exclusive: the Piraquê Club.

MASTER CLASSES 09/08/2018
In an exclusive environment, refrigerated and fully prepared for themed 
presentations, our customers will be able to present their wines to a highly 
qualified audience.

All part of service and ambiance are delivered by the BACO Group.

FILM - WINE SHOW FAIR 2018

FILM - MASTER CLASSES 2018

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nK5tSANOjho
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_t1Orb2_QZs


Taylor-made activities
(on demand)
 Parallel tastings: wine grape varieties, countries and regions of the world;
 Presentation of producers not yet in Brazil;
 Business round up;
 Road show;
 Lectures, classes and seminars;
 Exclusive wine fair
 Tasting of gourmet products;
 Launching of brands and products;
 Promotional activities throughout the city;
 Party within Rio’s nightlife to promote products of regions.

Become a part of RWFF and make use of all the excitement it 
will bring and BACO Multimídia’s know-how.

We align objectives, discuss the briefing and deliver.

• Organization • Production • Co-Production

• Promotion • Marketing activities and communication



The RWFF is featured in the media
The Rio Wine and Food Festival has had great national and international 
media coverage since its first year.



Benefits
 The dazzling setting of Rio de Janeiro;

 Brazil’s “picture postcard” and natural gateway to foreigners;

 A new and modern context, fitting for cariocas and Brazilians - a 
people beautiful by nature and open to new experiences;

 Alto índice de adesão e envolvimento do trade local e consumidores.

 Draw the attention of the “wine-tourist”, who wants to see rio through 
a wine glass, with tourist packages and tastings in the city’s main 
attractions;

 The presence of a great number of producers, importers, distributors, 
journalists, among other people involved in the project will already 
guarantee a good stimulus for the local economy, especially in the 
hotels, restaurants and places where events will be held.

The cariocas will be positively affected and the tourists 
will have one more reason to visit the city of Rio de 

Janeiro and enjoy the festival’s activities.



Sérgio P. de Queiroz
squeiroz@bacomultimidia.com.br

Sergio Queiroz is Managing-partner of BACO 
Multimídia, enophile or “wineaholic”. Sérgio 
is an engineer having graduated from the 
Federal University of Bahia and holds an MBA 
in Services Marketing from the University of 
Sao Paulo (USP). As a journalist, he was General Director for 
the magazine Forbes Brasil, Marketing and New Businesses

Superintendent for Gazeta Mercantil, the biggest business 
and economy newspaper in Latin America, and director 
for Jornal do Brasil and Editora Peixes. Sérgio was the 
creator and founder of the Adega magazine. He has also 
worked in the real estate and IT markets, having worked at 
BtoBen, a Santander group. Through Pentágono Brasil he has 
developed some of the major corporate events in Brazil. He 
is currently Vice President for ADVB (Association of Sales and 
Marketing Directors of Brazil).

Marcelo Copello
mcopello@bacomultimidia.com.br

Marcelo Copello is is Managing-partner of BACO
Multimídia and one of the main wine industry opinion
leaders in Brazil. Elected "the most influential wine
jornalist in Brazil” by Meininger's Wine Business
International and elected (by voting among the public) "most influential 
wine personality in Brasil" by Enoeventos (biggest wine web portal in 
Brazil). Publisher of Wines of Brazil Yearbook and Baco Magazine, 
curator of the Rio Wine and Food Festival. Author of six best-selling 
books (winner twice of the Gourmand World Cookbook Award). He is 
also a presenter on radio and TV, professor in universities and post-
graduate schools, requested speaker, international judge in many wine 
competitions such as the International Wine Challenge. Speaker since 
1995, Copello has already given hundreds of master classes and wine 
tastings in Brazil and abroad. Copello has developed quite an original 
portfolio, explaining wine through music, art and cinema.



BACO Multimidia, creator and organizer of RWFF, is a communications company that 
has as its main platform the creation of content and events. It is also responsible for 
the publication of BACO magazine and the Wines of Brasil Annual Report, among other 
editorial products, and it runs the website, SimplesmenteVinho.com.br. In its portfolio 
there are also the radio show, Simplesmente Vinho, a wine course for mobile devices, 
digital media and various events in Brazil and abroad.

WWW.BACOMULTIMIDIA.COM.BR
INSTAGRAM.COM/GRUPOBACOMULTIMIDIA

Contact us:
Emails: comercial@bacomultimidia.com.br, 
 contato@bacomultimidia.com.br
Telefone: (21) 3795-2980 and (11) 3042-6990
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